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BOENNIGHEIM 
There will be a meeting of 
all freshmen and upperclass­
men interested in the 1968-1969 
Lawrence program at Boen- 
nigheim, Germany at 4:45 p.m. 
Monday, November 13- in the 
Riverview Lounge.
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Hulbert Averts ( lash
With Marine Recruiter
Lawrence University, Appleton, W isconsin
Members of Lawrence’s chap­
ter of Students for a Democratic 
Society initiated an obstructing 
demonstration against members 
of the armed forces here to re­
cruit officer candidates last 
Tuesday afternoon.
The demonstration began as 
about two dozen students sat and 
stood about the Riverview 
Lounge among the recruiting ta ­
bles of the air force, army, and 
m arine corps. Only subdued 
conversation and occasional 
bursts of singing interrupted the 
generally quiet demonstration.
However, while the m ilitary 
were preparing to leave in the 
early afternoon, the demonstra­
tion group re-formed with a large 
banner across Union Street de­
taining the two marine corps 
recruiters within the cul-de-sac 
of the dead-end street.
After unsuccessfully attem pt­
ing to drive their 1968 Ford mili­
tary station wagon through the 
obstructing demonstration, the 
m arines telephoned university of­
ficials. Meanwhile, an arm y re­
cruiter who was on hand tele­
phoned the Appleton police.
The first university official to 
arrive on the scene was Marwin
0. Wrolstad, university business 
manager. President T arr and 
Francis L. Broderick, dean of 
Lawrence and Downer Colleges, 
were both out of town, while Ken­
neth R. Venderbush, dean of men 
and a habitue of demonstrations
AAUP Endorses 
Student Freedoms
The National Council of the 
American Association of Univer­
sity Professors unanimously en­
dorsed a statement on the rights 
and freedoms of students a t the 
group’s Washington meeting last 
week.
The statement endorses such 
rights as a student role in policy­
making and due process for stu­
dents in disciplinary cases.
Although the statement must 
be presented to the full AAUP 
membership at a meeting next 
April, passage appears likely. 
The Council is the organization’s 
policy-making body and its 
recommendations have consider­
able influence upon the member­
ship.
There is an active chapter of 
the AAUP here at Lawrence.
Some of the major provisions 
of the statement include:
*A long list of due process re­
quirements in major cases, in­
cluding putting the burden of 
proof on the college and guaran­
teeing the student’s right to de­
fend himself.
•The right to attend college 
without regard to race, to invite 
speakers of students’ own choos­
ing, and to have complete free­
dom of off-campus action without 
fear of university punishment for 
the violation of civil laws.
•Protection of students from 
“ arbitrary and prejudiced” grad­
ing by professors.
*A free student press. When­
ever possible, the statem ent says, 
student newspapers should be 
legally and financially autono­
mous from the university as a 
separate corporation. When this 
is not possible, the statement 
urges a student press sufficient­
ly autonomous to remain a 
vehicle for freedom of inquiry 
and expression.
President Tarr, when inter­
viewed by the Lawrentian early 
this week, discussed off-campus 
living and explained the univer­
sity’s delay in considering the 
FATS report.
In regard to the trustees’ sug­
gestion that students over twen­
ty-one years of age be permitted 
to live off campus. T arr said 
that the m atter would be con­
sidered by the Committee on Ad­
ministration.
This committee would formu­
late policy and submit it to the 
faculty for their approval. Upon 
faculty approval, the proposal 
would have to be returned to the 
trustees for final authorization.
T arr said, as of now, there 
had been no official survey of 
either the number or quality of 
off-campus living units, however 
he states he would be “ surpris­
ed” if the accommodations did 
not prove adequate.
here, was off-campus and unable 
to be reached. Wrolstad negoti­
ated with both the marines and 
the demonstrators but was un­
able to reach an accord.
David Chambers, president of 
the Lawrence student govern­
ment and a leader of the demon­
strators pointed out that the re­
cruiters had not asked the group 
to move off the street. Chambers 
said that if asked by the marines 
to move, the group would permit 
the two recruiters to pass 
through.
Meanwhile, Dorothy Draheim, 
registrar, Edward B. Wall, di­
rector of admissions, and a host 
of student and faculty observers 
gathered at the scene lining the 
sidewalk on both sides of Union 
Street.
After a ten-minute im passe - 
interrupted only by the passage 
of a Zaug vending truck through 
the demonstration—Marshall B. 
Hulbert, Vice president and re­
cently appointed Dean of Special 
Programs arrived at the dem­
onstration.
In the course of a five-minute 
discussion with the senior of the 
two marines, Hulbert persuaded 
the officer to ask the demonstra­
tors to move aside. Then the 
Marine recruiter, accompanied 
by Hulbert advanced to the group 
of demonstrators.
The officer asked Chambers to 
move the obstructing group and 
Chambers ordered the demon­
stration to one side of the street.
A brief handshake between the 
two adversaries followed the ex­
change. After the obstructing 
group had moved to one side, 
the marines climbed into their 
station wagon and left the cam ­
pus. As the group of observers 
and demonstrators disbanded, 
four squad cars of the Appleton 
police department arrived at the 
scene of the demonstration.
M A RSH A LL B. H U L B E R T , Vice President, confers with 
marine recruiter and protestors David Chambers and James 
Noble during last Tuesday's obstructing demonstration on 
Union Street.
LA W R E N C E  A N T I-W A R  demonstrators prevent two marine corps recruiters from 
leaving the campus last Tuesday afternoon. The obstructing protest followed a morning 
of quiet demonstration in the union during the armed forces recruiting day here.
Tarr Explains Off-Campus Living 
Reveals New Policy Consideration
Along with off campus living, 
there is the problem of the en­
suing empty rooms in dormi­
tories. T arr explained that the 
dormitories must be kept “near 
capacity” to fulfill the terms of 
various educational loan con­
tracts.
Depending upon the number of 
students who elect to live off 
campus, the university may have 
to expand its admissions quotas 
to offset losses in the dormitories.
Tarr does not see this as a 
great obstacle to the success of 
off campus living. The number 
of students eligible to live off 
campus will be relatively small, 
and of that number only a por­
tion will actually elect to move.
At Grinnell College where a 
similar proposal was recently in­
stituted, eighteen women of those 
eligible elected to move away 
from the campus.
The underlying principle be­
hind the new policy is, as Tan- 
explained it, "If after reaching 
the age of 21, a student wishes 
to live off campus, he should be 
allowed to do it. If it is what 
they prefer, let them have it.”
In connection with the Facul­
ty - Administration - Trustee-Stu- 
dent Committee report of last 
spring, T arr revealed the ex­
istence of a report, generally 
paralleling FATS, but of a much 
more general and universal na­
ture.
The document, drafted by five 
educational organizations includ­
ing — AAUP (American Associa­
tion of University Professors), 
AAC (American Association of 
Colleges), NSA (National Stu­
dent Association), and others — 
has been approved by the trus­
tees. The statement must still 
be approved by each of these 
five organizations in separate 
national conclaves.
T arr predicted that the final 
statem ent of policy for the uni­
versity will consist of the prin­
ciples set forth in the national 
statement plus several clauses 
relating specifically to Lawrence 
conditions. He named boards of 
control as an example of the 
latter.
The president stressed the dif­
ficulty in formulating a policy 
statement for a university. The 
document is “ more binding on 
the institution than on the indi­
vidual” he explained.
It is important to avoid the 
m ere listing of “The university 
shall not . . type clauses, both 
to insure the institution against 
legal action, and to provide some 
flexibility to the document.
I t was this type of specific 
listing of prohibitions to which 
the trustees objected in the cur­
rent FATS report.
Although he could not be cer­
tain a t the time of this inter­
view, the president thought that 
the FATS report might be ready 
for publication by spring term.
Although the report is not 
ready for formal release, T arr 
did say that “much of the op­
erative philosophy of the deans 
office” has been “ incorporated 
in the FATS report.
Cunningham Edits 
Latin Manuscripts
Maurice P. Cunningham, pro­
fessor of classics, is the author 
of a new edition of the poems of 
the Latin poet Prudentius.
“Aurelli Prudentii Clementis,” 
edited by Cunningham, was pub­
lished last year by Brepols in 
Tumhout, Belgium, as part of 
the Corpus Christianorum, series 
Latina, and is now available in 
this country. An article on P ru­
dentius written by Cunningham 
also appeared in the recently 
published “New Catholic Ency­
clopedia.”
Cunningham examined many of 
these manscripts while doing re­
search in Europe and the United 
States during a 10-year period. 
He held grants for summer study 
from the American Philosophical 
Society and the American Coun­
cil of Learned Societies.
Cunningham, on leave from 
Lawrence during the fall term , 
is a visiting professor at the Uni­
versity of Michigan.
Cops Grab Salesman 
Soliciting In Plantz
NO T Q U IT E  a Lawrence landmark, Alsted House has served the university for six years 
as a popular women’s dormitory. Too expensive to renovate and maintain, the mid-vic- 
torian house overlooking the Fox River Valley will shortly be supplanted by a grassy 
field. Requiesce in pacem.
Senate Plans Constitution Change; 
Formulates Demonstration Policy
Student Senate' passed Monday 
night a demonstration policy pre­
pared by an ad hoc committee 
last week. Senate also discussed 
constitutional revisions which in­
cluded proposals concerning fresh­
man senators.
The demonstration policy grew 
out of a  previous proposal by Jim  
Snodgrass, Senate vice president. 
It is basically the same except 
that the clauses dealing with the 
students' right to non-violent 
demonstration are more explicit.
Editor’s Note:
(The demonstration policy which 
the Student Senate passed appears 
below.)
The five rules in the policy 
were discussed at the meeting 
and there was some question 
to exactly who would have the jur­
isdiction over rules 2-4. Any in­
fraction of the rules would go 
through the normal procedures 
of J-Board or one of the deans
Kenneth R Venderhush, Dean 
of Men, clarified rule 5 explain­
ing that he would not always 
trust his own judgment to call in 
civil authorities during a demon­
stration and that he wanted a 
student’s opinion. A dean would, 
however, have final overruling 
powers.
J-BOARD ELECTION 
RESULTS 
Merry Sells, Mark Wilmot. 
Ann Finney, Steve Ponto and 
Ann Elliott were elected to 
the Judicial Board in an all- 
school election last week.
Rule 5 was amended to state 
that a complaint may be filed 
with “one of the deans” instead 
of “ the Deans’ Office ” The Sen­
ate also added that a dean and a 
member of the Student Senate 
Executive Board shall jointly de­
cide whether or not to call in 
civil authorities "if possible.”
Craig Harris moved that the 
Senate accept the policy and pass 
it on to the original ad hoc com­
mittee and representatives from 
the Committee on Administration 
for further action. The motion 
carried 37-1.
In discussion of constitutional 
revisions, the salons decided to 
hold a student referendum on 
them.
Among the revisions proposed 
was the representation of the 
Lawrentian and WLFM oh the 
Executive Committee. The Senate
Hoar. . .
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decided not to include representa­
tives from these organizations on 
the Executive Committee.
The Senate also voted that the 
Senate vice president represent 
the student body on DWA and 
WLFM boards. Pan Hellenic Coun­
cil and IFC only “ if they so de­
sire.” The Senators also rejected 
a proposal that the vice president 
and treasurer be voting mem­
bers of the group.
The Senate sent one revision 
concerning the effect of Student 
Senate legislation back to an ad 
hoc committee. The committee 
will report next week on its furth­
er discussion.
Unauthorized magazine sales­
men descended on campus last 
Thursday. Their presence last 
year cost students hundreds of 
dollars. This year the solicitors 
were expelled before they had 
completed many sales.
A Plantz freshman, having pur­
chased a subscription at an at­
tractive rate, told his counselor, 
Hugh Denison, that the salesman 
hoped to earn a scholarship to 
attend college by accumulating 
points for each sale. Denison re­
called that was the same pattern 
employed last year.
After the two located the solici­
tor in another part of the dorm, 
several freshmen detained him 
in Denison’s room, as Denison 
called the Dean’s office. Apple­
ton Police Lt. Frailing, called by 
Charles A. Judge, assistant dean 
of men, arrived and removed the 
suspect to the station for in­
terrogation.
The police, unable to determine 
that the suspect wasn’t legiti­
mate, released him with a 
warning to avoid the Lawrence 
campus. The only possible 
charge was his presence without 
permission.
Although the solicitor was reg­
istered with the National Reg­
istry, a national organization con­
trolling the activity of magazine 
selling crews, he employed de­
ceit in his sales, even claiming 
that he had been a former stu­
dent of Lawrence University. 
Police were unable to pick up his 
partner who was ejected from 
Brokaw.
Lt. Frailing noted that m aga­
zine crews cannot be prevented 
from entering a city and often 
employ unethical, though legal, 
practices. They might prey on 
one’s sympathy or employ high- 
pressure tactics combined with 
attractive rates. Signed contracts 
are legal and binding, and only
the solicitor can choose to release 
the purchaser from his obliga­
tion. It is clearly a case of 
caveat emptor.
Last year, fraudulent solicitors, 
posing as Lawrence prospectives, 
persuaded Lawrence students to 
write checks for one half the sale 
price. The students were as­
sured that this would enable the 
solicitors to accumulate points 
toward a scholarship prize, and 
they would be able to halt pay­
ment before the contract was 
binding. The checks were quick­
ly cashed at local businesses, 
and the imposters left town just 
as quickly.
A recent Wisconsin law re­
quires that a check be made 
good if it is cashed in good faith. 
The students had no choice but 
to authorize payment on the 
checks which had been cashed.
Dean Venderbush reminds stu­
dents that solicitors must pos­
sess a signed notice of permis­
sion from the Dean’s office. Such 
permission is rarely granted, 
other than to the local newsboy. 
Solicitors are directed instead to 
advertise their presence in the 
Lawrentian.
Lt. Frailing suggests that stu­
dents purchase subscriptions 
from local businesses where one 
has recourse in case of dissatis­
faction. Publisher’s clearing 
houses are also safer and cheap­
er. In any event, students who 
feel they have been victimized 
are encouraged to call the Ap­
pleton police department.
F U N  W O R K I N G  
IN  E U R O P E
Jobs Abroad Guaranteed
BRUSSELS: The In t’l Student 
Information Service, non-profit, 
today announced tha t 1,000 
G U A R A N T E E D  J O B S  
ABROAD a re  a v a ila b le  to  
young people 17V4 to 40, Year- 
Round and Sum m er. The new 
34 page JOBS ABROAD m aga­
zine is packed with on-the-spot- 
photos, stories and inform ation 
about your JOB ABROAD. 
A p p lica tio n s a re  en c lo sed . 
LANGUAGE -CULTURE-FUN- 
PAY-TRAVEL. F or your copy 
send $1.00 AIRMAIL to: ISIS, 
133 Rue Hotel des Monnaies, 
Brussels 6, Belgium.
PR O PO SED  D EM O N STR A TIO N  POLICY
Whereas the Lawrence student has the right to express per­
sonal opinion in the form of non-violent demonstration against 
any organization, person or issue, he will not be liable to any 
disciplinary action by the school administration.
(1) Students or organizations shall assume full legal respon­
sibility for violation of any city, state, or federal law. The 
university shall not assume responsibility for civil violation by 
its students or organizations, and shall not take disciplinary 
action for such violations
(2) There will, be no demonstrations in classes. Classes in 
session may not be disrupted.
(3) All speeches, lectures, convocations, and concerts may 
not be disrupted—a disruption signifies preventing the speaker 
from speakang, the audience from hearing, and anyone from 
attending.
(4) Demonstrations at all other campus activities may em­
ploy any organized, non-violent means which do not physically 
prevent participation in these activities.
(5) A complaint concerning any violation of these rules may 
be filed with one of the deans by any member of the Lawrence 
Community. A dean and a member of the Student Senate Exe­
cutive Board shall jointly decide whether or not to call in civil 
authorities, if possible.
NEW T ITLES  FOR CHRISTMAS
T H E  GREAT FILM S — Bosley Crowther 
O RIENTAL RUGS A N D  CARPETS — Stanley Reed 
FIN E  BOOKS — Alan G. Thomas
TH E FAR & T H E  D E E D —Cdr. Edward P. Stafford. U.S.N. 
T H E  PLUNG ERS & T H E  PEACOCKS— Dana L. Thomas 
T H E  PO LITICS O F H O NO R : A BIOGRAPHY OF 
ADLAI ST E V E N SO N  — Kenneth S. Davis
TH E ORA1 ORS — W. H. Auden 
SEA A N D  ISL A N D S — Hammond Innes 
T H E  GREEKS — Antony Andrews 
EDGAR H E N R Y  — Paul Snider 
I HE INST R UM EN T — John O’Hara 
A L FR E D  HITCHCOCK PR ESEN TS  
SCARED ME STO RIES T H A T
CHRISTMAS CARDS AND ALDUMS ARE AVAHADLE
C O N K E Y S  BOOK STORE
-CALENDAR-
Friday, November 10—
Film Classics — “The Devil’s 
Eye,” Stansbury. 7 p.m.
Saturday, November 11—
Football - Monmouth, 1:30 p.m. 
Film Classics: “The Devil’s 
Eye,” “Occurrence ait Owl 
Creek Bridge,” and “Night 
and Fog,” Stansbury, 7 p.m. 
Phi Delta Theta - Pi Beta Phi 
“Casino 71” party. Pennmgs, 
8:30 p-m. - 12:30 a.m.
Sunday, November 12—
Panhel Round Robins, Quad, 
1:30 - 4:30 p.m.
Film Classics: “Occurrence at 
Owl Creek Bridge,” and 
“ Night and Fog,” Stansbury,
7 pm .
Tuesday, November 14—
Freshman Studies lecture: J. 
Michael Hittle, instructor in 
history, on “The New Socie­
ty ,” Stansbury, 9:50 a.m. 
Science Colloquium: Delo Mook 
on “X-ray Astronomy: A New 
Window on the Universe,” 
Younchild 161, 4:30 p.m.
Wednesday, November 15— 
Lawrence University Theatre: 
“Goelok,” by Mark Keller; 
“Dusk Song of Medea,” by 
Lizbeith Tulsky; and “Sprung 
Rhythm,” by Jeffrey Wood­
ward; Experimental Theatre,
8 p.m.
Thursday. November 1 6 -
Freshman men’s dinner meet­
ing; Peter Friitzell, assistant 
professor of English, speaker; 
Youngchild 161. 6:45 p.m. 
Lawrence University Theatre, 
Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m.
Friday, November 1 7 - 
Film Classics? “The Night of 
the Iguana,” Stansbury 7 p.m. 
Lawrence University Theatre, 
Experimental Theatre, 8 p.m.
Chicago Scholars to Speak 
At Middle Elast Symposium
“The Arab-Israeli Dispute: Peace 
or War,” will be the topic for the 
Lawrence World Affairs Council’s 
Middle Eastern symposium, to 
be held at 7:30 p.m. Thursday, 
Nov il6, in Riverview lounge.
Guest speakers will be Profes­
sor Mark M Krug and Tarif al- 
Khalidd, both from the University 
of Chicago. Krug will give a 
thirty minute presentation of the 
Israeli position in the present 
struggle, followed by Khalidi’s 
presentation of the Arab position.
Krug, professor of education 
and history, and Director of the 
m aster of arts and teaching pro­
gram, University of Chicago, 
graduated from the Hebrew Uni­
versity in Jerusalem  and lived 
in Palestine for 20 years.
KRUG
In 1940, he came to the United 
States, received his Master’s  de­
gree from Roosevelt University, 
his Ph.D. in history from the 
University of Chicago. He re­
turns frequently to Israel and is 
in close contact with develop­
ments there.
His educational interests are 
varied; recently he produced a  
major paper on Negro history. 
Presently he is teaching a course 
on the Civil War period in U.S. 
history at the University of Chi­
cago.
KH ALIDI
Publications include “Aneurin 
Revan-Cautious Rebel,” “Lyman 
Trumbull—the Conservative Rad­
ical,” works concerning social 
education and others. He is a 
regular book reviewer for the 
Chicago Daily News.
Khalidi is a  graduate fellow at 
the Center for Middle East Stud­
ies, University of Chicago, where 
he is working for a Ph.D. degree 
in medieval Islamic civilization.
He was born in Jerusalem, Pal­
estine and since 1948 has resided 
in Lebanon.
His high school and university 
education was completed in Brit­
ain. He first attended a British 
public school, then Oxford Uni­
versity, where he obtained the 
degrees of B.A. and M A. in mod­
em  history.
From 1960-1966, he was instruc­
tor in the cultural studies pro­
gram at the American University 
of Beirut.
Next Student Plays Demonstrate 
'Theatre in Search of a Fix' Drama
N E W L Y -E L E C T E D  M EM BERS of the Lawrence Gamma-Delta Chapter of Phi Beta 
Kappa include (left to right): Greg W ille, Nancy Johnson, Donn Burleigh, Sandra 
Keising, Tim Jorgenson. Candy Jones, Michael Last, Marilyn Manchester. Sally Hick- 
erson was absent when this picture w’as taken.
By NEIL HILLER
Robert Corrigan, former editor 
of the “Tulane Drama Review,” 
characterizes contemporary dra­
m a as “ theatre in search of a 
fix.” The terminology captures 
the essence of the intellectual 
plight of modern man: he is, in 
Camus’ phrase, “deprived of 
memory of a lost home or the 
hope of a promised land,” yet 
has the vague, nervous, gnawing 
need for that “connection” 
which were once called Eden.
In a way, each of the plays 
being presented November 15-19 
in the Experimental Theatre are 
searching for the “ fix” of which 
Corrigan spoke.
Mark Keller’s “Goelok,” pro­
nounced like in Goethe' takes 
place in a little room which is 
threatening to become an every­
where: the Interrogation Office 
of Lt. Goelok of the State Po­
lice.
Karl Engstrom, Goelok’s for­
m er professor, has committed a 
sin against the state by leaving 
the “clinic”—visions of Tlie Min­
istry of Love. Obviously, the 
State cannot tolerate the renega­
tion of one of its hired scientific 
murderers.
Goelok must make Engstrom 
recant or he must dispose of him. 
The case is very simple, and yet, 
why is the amoral “ monster” 
Goelok 90 interested in talking 
to Engstrom?
Keller’s play is, of course, in 
no way allegorical — everyone 
knows that there is no analogous 
situation existing in the world 
today. It is therefore difficult 
to explain the aura of urgency 
obtained by the skillful portrayal 
of argumentation vs. power be­
tween the professor and the lieu­
tenant.
The scene shifts from the in­
terrogation room to a “magic 
mountain ledging” for Liz Tul- 
sky’s “Dusk Song for Medea.” 
Miss Tulsky’s play relies to a 
much lesser degree on Euripides’ 
“ Medea” than is indicated by the 
title.
Ethereal wind, grayness and 
smoke envelope a play wherein 
the tone and the mood become 
the sense and the sense becomes 
one of pervading irrevocable loss.
The first term  production 
moves from the beautiful somber 
notes of “Dusk Song” to the ja r­
ring d ash  between Sybarite and
FRESHMAN STUDIES 
LECTURE 
Jam es Michael Hittle, in» 
structor in history, will dellv- 
er a Freshman Studies lecture 
on “The New Society” at 9:50
a.m. Tuesday, Nov. 14. in 
Stansbury Hall.
APPLETON HI-FI CENTER
Catalog Discount Prices on World Famous 
Fisher — Haron K&rdon — Kenwood — Sony
323 W. College Ave., ‘across from Sears,’ 733-7525
Consort (Emotions and Reason) 
in Jeff Woodward’s “ Sprung 
Rhythm.”
SybaHte, like all reformers 
before him, has been searching 
for a “joie de vivre” to dispel 
the clouds of logical constructs 
he thinks are cutting him off 
from experience. But Sybarite 
differs from the others in think­
ing that he has found the An­
swer, the Epiphany which will 
set man free.
Woodward is clearly on the 
side of Sybarite, but wore no 
rose-colored glasses in writing 
the play. Conson is given his 
times at bat, and in the end, the 
audience, drawn into this play 
to a much greater extent than 
usual, must declare the winner.
African Carvings 
In Library Exhibit
An exhibition of African carv­
ings and textiles gathered by 
Mrs. Jam es Winfree during the 
course of a  recent trip  is on dis­
play in the Appleton-Camegie Li­
brary.
Most of the carvings are fash­
ioned in thomwood by Rufus 
Kola of Ibadan, Nigeria. Thorn- 
wood has three natural co lo rs- 
dark brown, light tan and rosy 
pink. Four of the carvings are  
women engaged in domestic pur­
suits—one carrying a basket of 
yam s on her head, one pounding 
corn, one feeding chickens, and 
one weaving.
The textiles on display include 
an indigo tie-dye cloth typical of 
that worn by the Yoruba tribe of 
Nigeria as a draped garment. 
I t was made by an English 
woman m arried to a Nigerian 
doctor, and is similar to native 
work except for the fact that a 
more permanent type of dye was 
used.
Mrs. Winfree toured Africa for 
about six months with a frierd  
who had completed her service 
with the Peace Corps in Tan­
zania. They travelled in that 
country, in Zanzibar, Kenya, 
Ethiopia, Sudan, Dahomey, Togo, 
Ghana and Senegal, with the 
longest tim e spent in Nigeria. 
Except when flying m ajor dis­
tances between countries, they 
used local transportation and had 
the experience of going overland 
from Nigeria to  Ghana by sta­
tion wagon taxi, a mode of trans­
portation used in that area in­
stead of scheduled bus service.
Planning on a Hangover?
Ü E L L I M C
P  K l A  R  M  A  C  V
“PIL LS ‘N ’ T H IN G S” 
204 East College Avenue 
W e Carry a complete line of COMETICS and 
T O IL E T R IE S
S T A M P  IT !
IT'S THI >AO( 
R E G U L A R  
M O D E L
ANT $ Q  
3 LINE T lX T  C  
Th. fin .,I INDESTRUCTIBLE METAL 
POCKET RUBBER STAMP. « T.
S«nd check o r  money order. Re 
■lira to  includa your Zip Code. No 
postage o r handling charge«. Add 
aalea tax .
Prompt «hipotent. Satisfaction Guaranteed 
T H I  M O P P  C O .
P . 0 . Boi 18623 Lanot Square Staben 
ATLANTA, OA., 3032«
Look Sharp
Take Your CLEANING to
PEERLESS-UNEEDA
Trousers, Slacks, Sweaters and Plain Skirts c EA.
IIALF-BIX>CK OFF CAMPUS ON COLLEGE AVENUE
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FROM T H E  ED ITO R IA L  BOARD
Time to Accelerate
W hile meeting here last October 28th, several trustees 
felt that out of the whole spectrum of existing social regu­
lations, the car rule was particularly deserving of liberal­
ization. In light of this informal expression of approval, we 
think the time is right for the administration to consider 
such a change.
The ease with which the existing senior rule was im­
plemented last year should be particularly encouraging. 
The few problems encountered as a result of allowing sen­
ior!* to maintain cars on campus indicates that the easing of 
social restraints, the car rule in particular, need not result 
in chaos and calamity.
The recent completion of additional municipal parking 
facilities has provided answers to parking difficulties near 
the campus, while the fear that Lawrence might become 
a “suitcase campus” has simply failed to materialize. In 
short, many of the old arguments against student cars no 
longer apply.
I he time and place are rifcht for a car rule change. 
The students want this change. Many trustees are not op­
posed to liberalization on this point. All that remains is 
for the proper people to start formalizing the change.
J lz ttzx iL  to  ilis . e d i t o r . . .
Letters to the Editor must be typed double-spaced, kept as short as possi­
ble and submitted to the Lawrentian office no later than 7 p.m. Wednes­
day evening. A ll letters thus submitted and neither libelous nor in bad 
taste tvill receive publication. The Lawrentian reserves the right to make 
stylistic changes and to excerpt in order to facilitate printing, without 
changing editorial content. A ll letters must be signed but names may be 
withheld from publication for sufficient cause.
Defacing the Issue
To the Editor:
Wednesday morning the Law­
rence University campus awoke 
to find ‘T a n  is inept” scrawled 
in large orange letters on side­
walks, walls, etc., all over cam­
pus. I do not know who is re­
sponsible for this action, but it 
it is not the first time it has 
happened.. It is disappointing to 
learn that there are people in 
our student body (which in theory 
is composed of mature young 
adults) who would resort to such 
childish tactics.
If one has a genuine com­
plaint or a strong position on an 
issue, there are many channels 
open for him to communicate his 
views — letters to the Lawren­
tian, leaflets, and talks are only 
a few. Defacing the campus is 
not the way to express one’s 
«pinion.
Not only does this act show 
complete childishness and lack 
of maturity, it also points up a 
distinct lack of respect for peo­
ple and property. The campus 
belongs to all of the Lawrence 
Community (which includes Dr.
Tarr) and not simply to one 
childish faction which knows no 
other means of self-expression 
than vandalism.
Lawrence was put to consider­
able expense because of this 
“ practical joke” —and by ex­
pense I mean not only the money 
it cost to remove the writing, 
but also the personal expense of 
those of us who were em bar­
rassed and ashamed by this 
show. Hope you’re proud of your, 
selves, children.
JANE FISHER
CIA, Si, SDS, Non
To the Editor:
I was neither surprised nor par­
ticularly dismayed by the fact 
that some members of SDS took 
it upon themselves to demonstrate 
against the CIA recruiter who 
visited Laurence last Thursday.
There is nothing wrong with 
citizens of an ostensibly demo­
cratic society evidencing protest 
against any doctrine or institu­
tion which they feel they should 
oppose. On the other hand, the 
obstructive, quasi-forcible tactics 
which have been used by protest 
groups across the nation in past 
weeks, and the similar if less 
violent activities of the Lawrence 
SDS against the CIA are a dif­
ferent m atter entirely.
At Lawrence, an attempt was 
made to prevent certain persons 
from seeing the CIA recruiter, re­
gardless of their wishes. The lie- 
in or whatever, although consider­
ed by many to have been unsuc­
cessful, was nevertheless an at­
tempt to obstruct the activities 
of free, private citizens on the 
grounds that they had the gall 
to disagree with SDS concerning 
the merits and defects of the CIA.
, Elsewtere, there have been in­
stances of holding powerless re­
cruiters hostage, imprisoning 
them in cars and interview 
rooms, attempting to force univer­
sity administrations to deny cer­
tain institutions the right to in­
terview on campus (regardless 
of the sentiments of less-organized 
individuals who might conceiv­
ably have a constructive interest 
in them), and massive, successful 
efforts to obstruct interviews, mil­
itary recruiting and the like.
The trend of these protest 
groups has thus far been one of 
deterring private individuals from 
exercising their right to partici­
pate in whatever legal program 
or event they choose.
It would also be well to rem­
ember that recruiters are as 
much innocent victims of these 
tactics as are the interviewees. 
The former have every right to 
carry on th^Lr activities within 
the law, despite the fact that 
their organizations dare to act at 
variance with the opinions of mili­
tant protest groups.
It is my belief that when such 
groups take it upon themselves 
to use force against others, al­
beit the rather passive force of 
jamming an area 90 that nothing 
can move, they have gone too far 
and should be constrained to cease 
such activity under penalty of 
law.
In my judgment, any uniformly 
motivated protest group which 
enforces its opposition to certain 
elements of society to the extent 
that the rights and privileges of 
others are infringed or denied, is 
as intransigent, undemocratic, 
and socially undesirable as they 
think the social elements they 
oppose.
J. KOHLMANN
In Light of the Facts
To the Editor:
We read with great interest 
Andrew Saxe’s letter to the edi­
tor in the last issue of the Law­
rentian. It is disheartening for 
us to see his frustrations and 
confusion as evidenced by his 
letter especially since he has 
been here such a short time. Just 
what does Saxe expect?
First of all he makes a rather 
back-handed criticism of the ad­
ministration for the isolation of 
Appleton. We wonder how many 
of the extra curricular activities 
offered by the university he has 
taken advantage of.
Secondly if the university and 
city are unable to offer the stu­
dent a sufficient diversity of 
amusement he is able to travel 
within the state with less diffi­
culty than Saxe’s letter would 
imply.
Next Saxe says that the uni­
versity has formed its rules ac­
cording to that which is best 
for the surrounding community 
and not what is best for the stu­
dents. Unfortunately he does not 
continue to explain this state­
ment or give us any examples 
of how the community’s interest 
has taken precedence over those 
of the students’.
Saxe also states, “ this indom­
itably powerful and incredibly in­
efficient group (of die-hard con­
servatives) that chooses to table 
something rather than face the 
reality that things must and are 
changing elsewhere.” The board 
of trustees did, as reported in the 
Lawrentian, table until Jan. 15 
discussion of the group visitation 
plan. Whether they did this 
rather than face change is a 
m atter of conjecture on his part.
The probability of this conjec­
ture seems to be lessened by the 
opinions of the trustees as ex­
pressed on page 7 of the Law­
rentian, notably that of TA Duck­
worth, chairman of the trustees 
committee on academic affairs.
Although this issue of the Law­
rentian was not available to Saxe 
at the time he wrote his letter, 
perhaps he would have been 
wiser to withhold comment untii 
he was familiar with facts. Saxe 
thinks it is time that the trustees 
and the deans listen seriously to 
those for whom the school is be­
ing run. This statement suggests 
two things: first, that they don’t 
listen, and secondly, that the 
school is being run for those 
who are here now.
Both of these items are debat­
able. F irst although student 
opinion has not been listened to 
as much as he or we would like; 
there has been a not unsubstan­
tial liberalization of social rules 
in the past year.
Secondly the trustees and 
deans have more of a responsi­
bility to the university than to 
meet the demands of the stu­
dents who are here now. It is 
our opinion that they attempt to 
establish standards for the bene­
fit of both present and future 
students.
Although this policy occasion­
ally leans backwards to conserv­
atism, the trustees are not deaf 
to the voice of the students.
Student opinion about the 
proper functioning of the univer­
sity is vital to the well being 
of Lawrence. If it were absent 
we would seriously criticize the 
academic atmosphere for failing 
to provide intellectual stimula­
tion.
However assuming Saxe is sin­
cere in his criticisms, we would 
hasten to suggest that he tem­
per his opinions in light of the 
facts.
JOHN R. BYRNES *70 
ROBERT GILBERT ’67
To the Editor:
As a member of the freshman 
class at Lawrence, I would like 
to extend my congratulations to 
the entire class of 1971.
In less than two months we 
have shown ourselves to be an 
uninterested, apathetic group of 
individuals with no semblance of 
school spirit or class unity.
We are content with merely 
doing what we have to and 
nothing more. Athletic events 
find us, at best, mildly interest­
ed but never exuberant; pep 
rallies, when they occur, find us 
huddled in small groups, smil­
ing approvingly, but wary of 
becoming too involved.
The panty raid that almost 
came off this week is a prime 
example of this lack of coordi­
nated empathy. While every 
freshman who had gathered 
voiced approval of the Hal­
lowe’en raid, only a relative 
handful actually took part.
The rest of the group remain­
ed at a safe distance and watch­
ed the proceedings crumble from 
lack of support.' Granted that a 
panty raid may not be a proper 
or acceptable method of display­
ing school spirit, I think it did 
reflect the feelings of the fresh­
man class as a whole.
“Frosh Power” is a popular 
cry that we like to throw around 
campus in moments of madness. 
But the truth is that there is no 
"frosh power” or any other kind 
of power on the Lawrence cam­
pus.
It has been buried by the over­
whelming apathy of a student 
body mired in the psuedo-intel- 
lectualism which seems to char­
acterize the entire school.
RUSSEL BIRKOS
TROPOS 
The deadline for Tropos con­
tributions this year wilt be 
January 17. This deadline fails 
in Term II; however, it is ad­
visable to submit material as 
soon as possible. The board 
will accept contributions in 
poetry, fiction, drama, criti­
cal essay, music, art and pho­
tography. If you submit ma­
terial in any of the first four 
categories, please keep the 
original and turn in a duplica­
ted copy. The board can make 
no attempt to return written 
work. Submit material to any 
board member:
Kohler: Merry Sells, Judy 
Harris, Paige Wickland, Shar­
on Litchfield.
Plantz: Doug Fulrath, Steve 
Wilson.
Ormsby: Linda Larson.
East: Jeff Woodward, Denny 
Burt.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
Mace WiU Tap 
Seniors Friday
If you happen to see several 
senior men running around in 
black robes and hatting each oth­
er with a strange-looking stick 
a  week from today, you will know 
that you are witnessing the tap­
pings for Mace, the senior men’s 
honorary. . •
Selections are based on the fol­
lowing three criteria:
1. Scholastic achievment exem­
plified by at least a 175 grade 
point.
2. Exceptional student leader­
ship displaying tact and strength 
of leadership as well as general 
concern for fellow students.
3. A broad scope of excellence 
demonstrated by lively and dis­
tinguished participation in cam­
pus affairs.
Letters. . .
(Continued from Page 4)
To the Editor:
Is your congressman or sena­
tor handicapped by the lack of 
a draft card? They must think 
them important, since the draft 
is renewed year after year. Yet 
most are too old to possess their 
very own. Do the loving thing! 
Send him yours! That special 
card will let him know you really 
care.
Many of you have already 
burnt or will be planning to bum 
your draft cards in a public pot­
latch. Such high-mindedness, in 
the noblest traditions of the Kwa- 
kiutl and the Boston Tea Party, 
can only be admired.
However, you may be among 
those not yet ready to apply to 
their draft board to “go directly 
to Jail, do not pass Go, do not 
collect $200.“ If you nonetheless 
regard the carrying of a draft 
card as thoroughly dishonorable; 
an indicating of willingness to 
submit to involuntary servitude, 
to commit murder and the most 
monstrous war crimes; then we 
suggest the above alternative.
You will be saying to your con­
gressman or senator: “ If you 
are willing to pass laws which 
condemn the ‘abstract’ men to 
jail or to kill and be killed in 
Vietnam, are  you willing to take 
the same action with respect to 
me, your constituent, as an in­
dividual? If not, how can you face 
the consequences of those ‘ab­
strac t’ acts of yours?
We have a hunch most con­
gressmen will not want to put 
their constituents in jail. Also, it 
will raise all sorts of moral dil­
em m as which should be raised 
for them.
The writer gave his own draft 
card to Senator Javits without 
publicity toward the end of 1965. 
The Senator held on to it for a 
couple of months before he re­
turned it with a  brief note. He 
undoubtedly was in a  quandary.
We suggest you go down to 
Washington to discuss the m atter 
in person with your congressman 
or senator, if at all possible. En­
courage his attem pts to  develop 
common ground (with most poli­
ticians this is instinctive). Men­
tion your interest in other com­
munity and social problems. Let 
hkn learn something about your 
personal background. Then hand 
him your draft card. The more 
personal the contact there is, and 
the less “abstract” you are, the 
more difficult will be his decis­
ion to turn  you in.
The draft law will be coming 
up for renewal next June, and 
the timely application of this 
sort of civil disobedience could 
be of very great importance.
Name Withheld 
Upon Request
RO VING  R EPO R TER
The Library:
Exotica And Erotica
B y BEN  STOTT
PLACEMENT
CALENDAR
For Lawrence students who 
find the fishnbowls somehow in­
adequate and who don’t have the 
courage to tackie a townie, there 
is still hope. The Samuel Apple- 
ton-Carnegie Library is over­
flowing with smut. What is more, 
this plethora of pornography is 
all on the open shelves, as ac­
cessible *o the driven searcher 
as the Farm ers’ Almanac.
The card catalogue is definite­
ly the place to start one’s search. 
Under “sex” alone there are a 
steaming 3% inches of entries. 
Though when compared to en­
tries under “The Bible" (which 
take up four and one half draw­
ers) 3Vfe inches may seem insig­
nificant, it should be enough to 
satiety all but the most voracious 
reader.
And this is not all. Only with 
the greatest perseverance can 
the lurid file be made to give 
up all its secrets. Although the 
bias is definitely heterosexual, 
deep in the stacks can be found 
“The Sexual Offender and his 
Offenses,” including “The Nor­
mal Pervert.”
The library buys the m ajority 
of its books at the requests of 
faculty or departments, and 
smut, therefore, has its place all 
up and down the Dewey Decimal 
System. Historical sex, psycho­
logical sex, biological sex, Eng­
lish sex, French sex — no one 
could possibly leave the library 
unsatisfied.
In an interview with the Law- 
rentian last week, Walter Pete- 
erson, Librarian and Associate 
professor of history, confessed, 
“ I’ll have to see if we have any 
dirty books.” TTiis statement it­
self is indicative of the liberal­
ism that prevails in the library.
Peterson noted that “The 
Evergreen Review” was one of 
two publications stored in the 
asbestos-lined steel vault of the 
library. The review is a  hippie 
magazine with nudie pictures and 
articles such as “The Relation­
ship of Religious Ritual to Or­
gasm Frequency Among the Tri­
bal Women of Fungoolistan.”
It is also interesting to note 
that the only other salacious 
book now in the vault is a ra re  
volume by Mark Twain entitled: 
“Conversation as it was by the 
social fireside in the time of the 
Tudors, from ye diary of ye cup­
bearer to her majestic Queen 
Elizabeth, imprinted by ye puri­
tan presse at ye sign of ye jolly 
virgin, 1601.”
Art books featuring nude pic­
tures, once a permanent feature 
of the vault are now on the 
shelves, just like atlases, to be 
examined.
MESSIAH TICKETS 
Tickets for the Lawrence 
Chorale Society’s performance 
of Handers “Messiah” on Sun­
day, Dec. 3, will go on sale 
at 12:30 p.m. Monday, Nor. 
13, at the box office.
Tickets are priced at $1-50 
for adults and $1.00 for stu­
dents.
In order not to lead eager read­
ers of this report astray, I must 
try to keep my objectivity. For 
the Appleton-Carnegie Library 
plots in the most subtle, malig­
nant way to make it as difficult 
as possible for students to sat­
isfy their scatalogical and libidi­
nous desires.
For in fact, after considerable 
research, this reporter discover­
ed that the university has gath­
ered together a huge collection 
of pseudo-pornography to hide 
its few choice erotic morsels 
from the public eye.
Sneaking up to the card cata­
logue and peeking at “sex,” who 
wouldn’t be disheartened at the 
sight of “The Decline and Fall 
of Sex” (which has never been 
taken out), “The Christian Inter­
pretation of Sex,” "Sex and 
Common Sense.” “The American 
Boy and the Social Evil" and 
many others.
This is the plot. Librarian 
Peterson says very candidly, “ I 
am not against sex, and, a t the 
same time, the few truly titilat- 
ing, worthwhile possessions of the 
library are hidden among a 
huge mass of petty porno — the 
kind that would evoke a yawn 
from even the most dedicated 
dilettante.
Lascivious pleasure, for the 
benefit of unaware but interested 
readers, is not to be obtained 
from the following categories of 
sex books.
F irs t of all, avoid with a pas­
sion the type of clinical sex found 
in tomes like “The Effect of Seg­
regation on the Sex Behavior of 
the White Rat, as Measured by 
the Obstruction Method” — you 
will be wasting your time.
Next on the list of ineffective 
erotica are the psuedo-psycho- 
logical- types that fill to over­
flowing the stacks on the 2nd 
and 3rd level.
This dreary type is typified by 
such titles as “ Personality 
Functions of Symbolic Sexual 
Arousal to Music” and “Sex- 
Role Preference of Young Chil­
dren.”
Get Your Hair 
Clipped at
BOB’S BARBER 
SHOP
Third Floor Zuelke Building
The third and largest category 
includes all the colorless books 
that combine in their titles some 
variation of the theme “Sex” to 
make it sell, and a distinct and 
pre-Victorian disapproval of what 
they are writing about. Every­
one can give examples in this 
awful category, I’m sure.
Bigoted things like “ Right to 
Life” (on abortion), “The Cari­
cature of Love,” “ M arriage and 
Morals” are fair examples, and 
all should be avoided.
What’s left is healthy, popular, 
salacious smut. What precious 
gems of prurience, what luscious 
listings of lewdness — a pity 
there are so few. Try “Sex and 
Repression in Savage Society.” 
One reader kept it for over a 
month, so enamoured was she 
with the spicy descriptions.
Or, if that’s not enough, the 
history departmtnt offers “Sexual 
Life in Ancient China” with il­
lustrations and everything.
There’s always Evergreen, too, 
because no one can steal it. and 
it’s certainly worth a few hours 
of your time. Cream of the crop 
is a toss-up between “Kraft- 
Ebbing” and “The Jewel in the 
Lotus’’ as seamy as anyone could 
want. And there’s always “Lady 
Godiva—The Future of Naked­
ness.”
Tuesday, November 14
VISTA
Washington University Gradu­
ate School of Business Ad­
ministration 
Wednesday, November 15 
University of Chicago, Master 
of Arts in Teaching Program 
VISTA 
Thursday, November 16 
Defence Supply Agency
RECITALS POSTPONED 
Two recitals announced for 
the coming week have been 
postponed.
A student program set for 
Tuesday, Nov. 14. and a fac- 
uUy recital by Prof. John 
Koopman planned for Thurs­
day. Nov. 16. will be resched­
uled at later dates.
BOOTS
—Brown and Green Suede 
—Full Leather Lined Leg 
—'Hand Peged Arch 
—Steel Shank, Leather Soles 
Coupon Special. With This Ad
$1295
339 W. College Ave. 
Appleton
THE ROSE SHOP
1 30 E. College Ave.
or the girl who knows clothes
BE PR E T TY , B E  F E M IN IN E  in a curvy skimmer 
of textured rayon - acetate silk look, accented with 
lovely Venice Lace. Two styles to choose from in 
those new holiday colors of: porcelain, candle-lite 
blue or damask yellow.
D E SIG N E D  FOR “COUNTRY SE T ” by Sylvia de 
Gay and available in Appleton only at the Rose Shop
Petti Slip 
Demi Slip 
Bekine
W e also have many other things in intimate apparel
Flora Foundation Fashion
212 E. College
Trustees Consider Future, Evaluate Lawrence's Goals
L A W R E N T IA N  Feature Editor Nancy Kaplan breakfasts with T A Duckworth, Chair­
man of the trustee Committee on Academic Affairs. Duckworth discussed the feasibility 
of President Tarr’s Plan for Growth as well as social change at Lawrence.
The Lawrentian this week con­
cludes its account of trustee re­
sponses to the following questions.
1. What do you think of Presi­
dent T arr’s Plan for Growth? Do 
you think his ideas are  feasible 
a t Lawrence?
2. What in your opinion are the 
advantages of Lawrence Univer­
sity over sim ilar four-year liberal 
arts colleges? What makes Law­
rence a really preferable school?
3. Do you think Lawrence can 
meet the challenge of the increas­
ing need for specialization in al­
most every field?
4. Do you think there will be 
social change at Lawrence?
5. Do you think Lawrence can 
attract truly excellent faculty 
members when so many of the 
most eminent scholars prefer 
large universities which have more 
opportunity for research and 
study?
6. In what areas do you think 
Lawrence should grow and /o r  
change?
Kenneth C. Buesing. an alumni 
trustee from Sheboygan, believes 
that one point to be stressed in 
the university’s future growth 
should be a greater emphasis on 
the sciences “from the ^andpoint 
that there is a lot of specializa­
tion.”
He feels, however, that it 
would be a mistake for Lawrence 
to try to compete with larger, 
better-endowed universities. The 
program, he says, “can be streng­
thened.”
At the same time, Buesing sees 
advantages to a liberal arts edu­
cation as “a  better background 
for business than specialization,” 
and he says that he is sure Law­
rence is superior to many schoois 
similar to it, particularly those 
in the Midwest conference
He sees that Lawrence’s other 
advantages over similar schools 
center around the school’s place­
ment in the FOx River Valley. 
He feels that there are many op­
portunities for employment and 
that the school as a  whole has 
been fortunate for the interest the 
local industries have taken in it.
He finds that Lawrence has an 
advantage in its student body be­
cause of the financial diversity of 
the students. This, he says, bene­
fits all the students.
Buesing feeds it would be a mis­
take for Lawrence to try to keep 
up with ‘‘the increasing need for 
specialization.” ‘‘I don’t think 
they want to, I don’t think they 
should.” He says that the school 
should strengthen its existing 
programs before catering to this 
"need.”
He notes his own irritation at 
the student pressure on the issues 
of open dorms and Rockwell. He 
feels that open dorms is a danger 
because of the “ two or three per
cent that make it bad for every­
body.” His objection to the Rock­
well dispute is that he knows of 
several people who dad not give 
donations to Lawrence because of 
his appearance on the campus, 
sistants.
He looks to the future of Law­
rence with the hope that it will 
“grow in quality and not neces­
sarily in quantity.”
•  *  •
Frederic 0 . Leech, a Lawrence 
graduate and executive of an Ap­
pleton paper corporation, said 
that he considers Lawrence “one 
of the top twenty liberal arts 
colleges in the country. Lawrence 
is not the best but equal to many 
and better than most.”
The students are good and the 
faculty fa r above average, he 
observed; the trustees as a group, 
including many presidents of large 
corporations, “excellent” — “a 
pleasure to work with.”
Asked about Lawrence’s new 
admissions policy, Leech replied 
that Lawrence should first look 
for good students per se. As Law­
rence attempts to “ round out” its 
student body, he commented, it 
must be careful to select students 
of a caliber high enou^i to be 
successful here, rather than to 
merely fill quotas in given socio­
economic categories.
With the continuing increase 
in the number of high school stu­
dents going on to college, said 
Leech, large universities will have 
to lower their criteria for ad­
mission Consequently, a  more 
selective school like Lawrence will 
attract good students.
Despite financial attractions 
elsewhere. Leech predicted, Law­
rence will continue to attract 
“scholars who get a thrill out of 
education,” because H offers 
“more contact with students.” 
Speaking of social regulations, 
he commented that change will 
come “more through evolution 
than revolution.” Because of con­
servative parents and a conserv­
ative community, Lawrence will 
not see completely open dorms 
“for a long tim e.”
Leech commented that the 
trustees would probably find off- 
campus living more palatable 
than an expansion in the open 
dorms program. Though most 
students would uphold a social 
honor code, a few students would 
make it untenable.
Leech added that he fears a 
vociferous minority is being mis­
taken for majority opinion. He 
cited protest for open dorms, sup­
port of the Milwaukee marches 
and “ Mole-type” letters to the 
editor of the Lawrentian as ex­
amples.
For the future, Leech would 
like to see more foreign campus­
es like Boennigheim. The exper­
ience gained from such a program 
benefits not only the participants 
directly but the students on the 
home campus indirectly as well, 
not as beneficial as being taught 
by an inspiring man.
Change, she said, is “bound to 
come in the sciences and through 
graduate degrees in music and 
education.”
She predicted change not in 
size, but in the student body, sta­
ting that “ interesting fresh will 
have to be recruited diligently.” 
She added, ‘‘Wouldn’t you feel 
isolated if you spent four years 
in the same atmosphere? You’re 
going to live in a world with all 
In the natural science depart­
ments, Leech for sees a resump­
tion of the BJS. degree. He com­
mented that, while a t other 
schools science majors may spec­
ialize as undergraduates, only to 
become businessmen after grad­
uation; at Lawrence a  student 
tion in graduate school, if de­
sired.
Though a program in “engin- 
graduates with a liberal arts edu­
cation that allows for specializa- 
eering science” would probably 
prove too specialized for Law­
rence, said Leech, a B S. pro­
gram would attract science-or­
iented students interested in a 
liberal arts education.
*  *  #
Mrs. Richard G. Riemenschnei- 
der of Oconomowoc, Wis. a Down­
er alumnae trustee, cites Law­
rence’s small size as one of its 
prime advantages. ‘The Lawren­
tian has to learn to get along with 
others. One can’t isolate himself 
here as in a large university,” 
she stated 
She praised the demand for cul­
ture here, including live theater, 
a rt and music, and stated that 
“ the whole valley offers contact 
with industrial leaders.”
She also praised Lawrence’s 
outstanding reputation, saying 
that “it is widespread because 
of the president’s carrying the 
message.”
Specialization, in Mrs. Riemen- 
schneider's opinion, is a matter 
of necessity. “Graduate schools 
want kids with scientific back­
ground,” she added.
Mrs. Reimenschneider admitted 
a need for social change at Law­
rence. “The student must prove 
himself worthy to accept the free­
dom asked for. especially with 
open dorms.” she said. “ Mutual 
respect and trust are necessary. 
The college has a  responsibility 
to the individual, parents, and 
community and is therefore forc­
ed to play an ‘in loco parentis’ 
role for freshman, at least.”
She predicts a gradual change
over two or three years, not an 
overnight “evolution” especially 
regarding hours.
She stated that it’s  good that 
“each dorm has the privilege of 
deciding on open dorms,” instead 
of blanket legislation. In her opin­
ion, it is also advantageous that 
“girls can live in conservative 
dorms, and decide on a residen­
tial basis.”
Regarding the need for eminent 
scholars, Mrs. Reimenscihneider 
asked, “ Is an eminent scholar 
necessarily the greatest instruct­
or?” She explained that she be­
lieves a brief confrontation with 
an eminent scholar is perhaps 
types. You’re  better prepared if 
it’s learned now.”
This, she said, defeats the 
“ivory tower syndrome.” She 
stated that “outspokenness is 
healthy.” and that "George Lin­
coln Rockwell was a good thing 
in reducing narrow-mindedness 
and was justifiable on a ‘know 
thine enemy’ basis. Why else does 
a liberal arts school exist?”
“ If the student were protected 
and isolated, how well-developed 
would be the individual’s criti­
cism and judgment?” she added.
*  •  *
Edward I. Van Housen of Mar­
shall and Ilsley Bank in Milwau­
kee, noted that when Downer Col­
lege was contemplating a merger,
Lawrence was singled out from 
other privately endowed state 
schools for having ‘‘that certain 
indefinable something.”
“The constantly swinging pend­
ulum of social change” will be 
reflected in Lawrence’s varying 
with the times; once Puritan, the 
university will tend towards the 
present upswing towards liberal­
ity, he suggested. Such trends, 
he indicated further, are balanced 
by ultimate reversal.
Recalling the little-used open 
dorms of his Harvard graduate 
school days, Van Housen wonder­
ed if part of the challenge of 
same social reform lay in denial, 
in finding where the adm inistra­
tion will draw the line.
Noting “ the many publics of 
President Tarr and Law rence Uni­
versity, how does the school 
formulate rules to satisfy all of 
them? The administration must 
take a long, seemingly self-center­
ed view,” for the sake of institu­
tional preservation. Consequently, 
“all decisions involve compro­
mise” , in order to work out that 
plan which will be simultaneously 
most beneficial and “ least aggra­
vating.” Large universités’ social 
management problems are solved 
by the inability to administrate 
non-academic rules over a huge 
student body.
C O N FERING  on the agenda of last month’s fall meeting 
of the trustees are (left to right) : W illiam E. Buchanan, 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees, President Curtis W. 
Tarr, and Business Manager Marwin O. W rolstad. In the 
course of the meeting, the trustees approved a graduate 
program for the Conservatory of Music.
GIRLS
Easily Earn $200 by Christmas
Through Spare-Time Sewing at Home 
Even W ithout a Sewing Machine
Easy-to-sew products (both with and without a sew­
ing machine) can earn you extra money just in time 
for Christmas (and in the following months, too!) 
\  ou can accomplish this in a few hours a week, even 
while you’re baby-sitting. There is no personal selling 
needed. Our booklet gives you all the easy steps to 
follow so that you can have fun sewing those items 
w hich you already know, plus new ideas which you 
can learn, while every stitch earns vou more money. 
Our extra Directory of “Where To Send For Sewing 
Bargains” will be included FREE, (fabrics, threads, 
yarns, buttons, ribbons, remnants, and even sewing 
machines at low, low prices!) if your order is received 
within a week. Rush two dollars, (only $2.00) for 
your copy of “GIRLS SEW  A N D  L E A R N ” to
Amethyst Enterprises
5 Jamaica Avenue, Greenlawn, New  York 11740
Your money will be refunded if you are not complete­
ly satisfied and you may keep the Directory with 
our com plim ents!
KARL W A G ENK NECH T, a freshman member of the 
soccer club’s forward line, unsuccessfully challenges a Mar­
quette halfback for possession of the ball in one of Law­
rence’s isolated offensive drives. In addition to a muddy 
field and injuries to several key payers, Marquette’s ex­
perience and poise played a major part in handing the Vikes 
their fifth loss of the season.
Guided Miscellany
Posterity Poll
By BO N NIE BRYANT
News item: within the concrete 
block of the cornerstone of Koh­
ler Hal] (dated 1967), is a box 
containing pertinent Hems of the 
year—a list of the first residents, 
the agenda of the board of trus­
tees meeting, copies of the Law- 
rentian and Tropos, 1967 com­
mencement speech — articles 
which a sage felt would indicate 
the tenor of the present to the 
future generation which would 
some day tear down the building.
hypothetical situation: The Stu­
dent's Choice: A student forum 
is held.
" . . .  and the business mana­
ger has said that we can expect 
the building to last about 150 
years. We are  m et to decide the 
Hems to go into the cornerstone.” 
“TTiey won’t rot?”
‘‘No, they are pretty well pro­
tected, and depending how well 
the president lays the mortar, it 
should be airtight.”
“I vote for a Sage dinner roll. 
Surely it couldn’t get any tough­
er in 150 years.”
The crowd cheers. It is unani­
mous.
‘‘Anything on a more serious 
note?”
“Playboy.”
“Pardon m e?”
“A copy of Playboy. It certain­
ly is a  keystone of our genera­
tion, and besides that, it will be 
interesting to be able to com­
pare standards of beauty in 150 
years.”
A voice from the rear: “and 
hum or!” Another voice from the 
rear, distinctly feminine: “ that 
kind of beauty never changes; I 
mean, look at Eve.”
“Would that we could," says 
the proposer.
“A modern esthete has suggest­
ed Playboy and by the shouts of 
approbation I can tell that it is 
voted into the box. Another sug­
gestion?”
“DWA rules" three voices chor­
us from left of oenter 
“Your reason?”
"Archaism of the recent past 
is always interesting to current 
generations” says the spokesman.
"And,” adds her crony, "think 
how much light the rules will 
throw upon the Victorian era.” 
“Hear! H ear!” replies the as­
sembled multitude.
" I ’ve got it!”
"What?”
"Fraternity and sorority pins.” 
“Why?”
"As something of the past.”
“ I take exception,” cries a 
voice from the right side of the 
congregation.
"The administration will be 
glad to hear that someone does. 
Anyone else take exception?” Em ­
barrassed mumbles follow.
"Let’s toss in thedr constitu­
tions too.”
"I believe that the majority 
wins,” says the chairman, “ now
I have a suggestion—yes, dear? 
No, you go first.”
"A ‘Student Power’ button.” 
“Just what I had in mind ” 
"Reason!” shouts an antagon­
ist.
"Surely, they will be rare col­
lector’s pieces. At that time they 
can put ‘Administration Power’ 
buttons in their cornerstones.” 
“Okay, I guess, if you think so, 
but include your reason, attach­
ed. It will be good for a chuckle. 
Speaking of chuckles, let’s indude 
a copy of 1985.”
“It’s 1984, and it’s a deal ” 
“How about some of the spoils 
of Tuesday’s panty raid” sug­
gests a bejewelled gentleman 
from the rear.
“No!” comes an objection. “Our 
inheritors will think the date is 
wrong. They’ll think it should 
have been 1952.” It is voted down.
“Perhaps a more constructive 
suggestion relating to student ac­
tivities,” suggests the chairman.
“A divot from Union Hill.” It 
is voted in.
“How about some records? I’d 
like to suggest ‘Satisfaction’ to in­
dicate perversion, ‘Ode to Billie 
Joe’ for a slice of frustration, and 
“iPeopiLe Are Strange’ for the hell 
of it—may I use that word?” 
“Yes, as long as there are no 
reporters present. A vote? Okay, 
steal the records from WLF1M ” 
“Let’s include a copy of the 
recent Post-Crescent article on 
Student Senate. Surely, that’s our 
generation.”
“Fine. There is now room for 
one more Hem.”
“An anti-Viet Nam picket sign ” 
"Oh, to show that our genera­
tion was not afraid to speak up 
for its beliefs?”
“Not exactly. I’m afraid H will 
still be usable.”
Soccer Loses 
ToMarquette
Windy, thirty - seven degree 
weather and a playing field two- 
thirds covered by water are not 
ideal conditions for a soccer 
game. Yet these problems were 
overcome by the Marquette Uni­
versity soccer team in posting 
a 3-0 decision over the soccer 
club Friday on the losers’ home 
turf.
"The field couldn’t have been 
in worse condition, yet it didn’t 
seem to bother their passing 
game a bit,” stated Viking play- 
er-coach Bruce Brown. “They 
were far and away the best team  
we’ve faced this year.”
Brown had nothing but praise 
for the visitors after the game, 
while terming his own charges’ 
performances as "average.”
Marquette has won four, and 
tied two in seven outings while 
the setback dropped the Vikes to 
a 3-5 for the season.
The victors pretty much con­
trolled the game. They outshot 
the host Vikings 12-3. The low 
number of shots on goal was a 
reflection of the weather as the 
ball was kept near the middle of 
the field most of the game.
Marquette goals were scored 
by Clark, Hernandez, and Zahner 
—all coming in the first half.
Lawrence may have lost more 
than just the game. Six starters 
were at least temporarily side­
lined during play for a variety 
of ailments and the extent of the 
injuries may keep some out for 
the next two games.
“ We had more injuries than in 
all the rest of the games put to­
gether," stated Brown.
Two games remain on the 
Vikes’ schedule this year. TTiey 
travel to Beloit Saturday for an
11 a.m. contest and to Platteville 
the following Saturday for a 2 
p.m. meeting.
"We still have a shot at a .500 
season—something no Lawrence 
soccer team  in history his reach­
ed,” maintained Brown.
-----FILM  BOARD
Night And Fog 
Occurrence At Owl Creek Ridge
By DO N N  BURLEIG H
Alain Renais’ "Night and Fog” 
vividly and sometimes brutally 
confronts us with the most hor­
rifying crime in m an’s  history, 
the deliberate, systematic exterm ­
ination of nine million people in 
Nazi Germany.
Juxtaposing shots of remains 
of concentration camps today 
with stills and moving picture 
segments of camps in opera­
tion in the past, Renais repeats 
with tremendous force the warn­
ing others have given to men 
faced with elements of fascism 
or any ideology which asks its 
followers to sang its creed in 
unison and blind themselves to 
the deeper creed of man’s human­
ity to man: Do not forget where 
such things may lead.
Like the ruins of camps now 
covered with grass, our minds 
are soon stilled to the memories 
of inhuman atrocities, partly 
through the effect of time, partly 
through our own desire to for­
get such horrors, and partly 
through our lack of moral courage 
to recognize the fight against 
that part of m an’s nature which, 
though we wish to deny H, does 
exist and does lead him to com­
mit such crimes.
For those viewing this short 
film. I hope you remember, when
THIS WEEK’S FILMS 
Friday, November 10—Stans- 
bury - 7:00. Ingmar Bergman’s 
“The Devil's Eye”
Saturday, Nov. 11 — Stans- 
bury - 7:00. Bergman’s "The 
Devil’s Eye” “ Night and Fog” 
and “ Occurrence at Owl Creek 
Bridge.”
Sunday, Nov. 12 — Stansbury 
7:00. “ Night and Fog” and 
“Occurrence at Owl Creek 
Bridge.”
you see piles of bodies bull-dozed 
into open graves and the opera­
ting tables of butcher-surgeons. 
that no one of us stands inviolate 
from the contamination which 
breeds in that mindless, black, 
and vicious part of our being.
Nor are we ever far from the 
danger into which the German 
during the Second World War had 
fallen. If asked today why you 
knowingly let your government 
eommH obvious atrocities in Viet 
Nam, how many of you would 
answer, as so many did then, “ I 
am  not responsible"?
For those whose comfortable 
lives iiave helped them to forget 
what has gone on before and is 
going on around them endlessly 
today in infinite ways, do see this 
film. The moral of the story of 
those millions dead must not be 
forgotten.
Also, along with "Night and 
Fog" is Robert Enrico’s quite 
short but finely crafted multi - 
prize winner "Occurrence at Owi 
Creek Bridge." I can say little 
about H thematically here because 
much of the meaning rests on 
the surprise ending.
It can be said, however, that 
the film generally deals with the 
universal truth of man’s desper­
ate desire to continue living in 
the face of sure death put into 
the specific context of a  minor 
Civil War incident where a 
Southern violator of a Union law 
is to be hanged from the span of 
a railroad bridge.
This film is to cinematic art 
what the short story is to literary 
art. With a keen eye for the pic- 
torially significant and masterful 
control over expansion and com­
pression of event. Enrico so deftly 
tells his story that he enforcer 
the belief that the short film is 
truly an art form in itself.
MWC Results
SOPHO M O RE STAR, Paul Rechner, carries the ball to 
rack up yardage during the 47-0 massacre of Grinnell at 
the Lawrence Howl last Saturday afternoon. The victory 
over Grinnell put the Vikes into undisputed first place 
in ACM Conference. The final game of this season will be 
played at home tomorrow against Monmouth.
Yikes Grab Conference 
Crushing Grinnell 47-0
Lawrence 47, Grinnell 0. The 
Vikings clinched an undisputed 
Midwest Conference champion­
ship by crushing the Grinnell 
Pioneers last Saturday. Only 
Monmouth remains in the way 
of an undefeated season and pos­
sible national ranking. However, 
the Scots have a good team, and 
the Vikes will have to tape them­
selves together for one more win­
ning effort.
The first half of the Grinnell 
game was not indicative of what 
was to come. After a scoreless 
first quarter, the Vikes managed 
one touchdown in the second 
quarter when quarterback Chuck 
McKee rambled 16 yards. Gary 
Hietpas kicked the extra point, 
and the 7-0 score stood at the 
half. Although an inspired Grin- 
nell defense was cramping the 
Vikes* league leading offense, 
the Lawrence defense kept the 
Pioneers from mounting a scor­
ing drive.
With five minutes gone in the 
third quarter, Chuck McKee pass­
ed to sophomore Bill Davis for a 
46 yard touchdown, the first of 
the 40 points that the Vikes scor­
ed in a second half outburst. Mc­
Kee surpassed his usual brilli­
ance last Saturday with some of 
the most exciting running ever 
witnessed a t Lawrence. With 
three minutes remaining in the 
third quarter, McKee broke three 
tackles while scrambling, and, 
after receiving a key block from 
junior end Rick Miller, ran 48 
yards for touchdown.
Soon after McKee’s second 
touchdown, co-captain Gary Hiet­
pas intercepted a Grinnell pass 
and returned the ball to the three 
yard line. A play later, Coach 
Roberts put Hietpas in for one of 
his rare offensive appearances, 
and Hietpas responded with his 
second touchdown of the year in 
as many carries.
The roof continued to cave in 
for the Pioneers -early  in the 
fourth period when McKee scored 
his third touchdown on a three 
sprint. McKee also had a hot 
hand passing, hitting on 13 of 
24 for 151 yards. The receptions 
were divided between Rod Clark, 
Rick Miller, Tom Vanderhyden, 
Bill Davis, and Paul Rechner.
Rechner brought the crowd to 
life with eight minutes remain­
ing in the gam e with a brilliant 
52 yard punt return for a  touch­
down. The sophomore tailback
accounted for 53 yards rushing in 
18 carries. Crisp blocking by 
fullback Dick Witte, tackle Paul 
Henningsen, and tackle Joe P at­
terson consistently opened holes 
for the Lawrence runners. Rick 
Miller, who replaced Rod Clark 
at end when Clark took over at 
wingback for the injured Tom 
Vanderhyden, played the best 
game of bis college career.
Hie Vike reserves added the 
frosting to the cake when Mc­
Kee’s replacement, Dave Frasch, 
scored on a 10 yard run with 
three minutes remaining. Gary 
Hietpas kicked his fifth extra 
point of the day making the final 
score 47-0.
Amid the offensive fireworks, 
the Viking defense cannot be 
overlooked. The defense secured 
good field position for the Vike 
offensive unit. Senior Ken Kas- 
kelin intercepted a pass and re­
covered a fumble in addition to 
upsetting Grinnell runners with 
violent tackles. Fred Bartlett, who 
filled in for regular Dennis 
Kirchoff. intercepted a pass and 
did an excellent job covering 
Grinnell’s receivers. Chip Tag­
gart, the other defensive half­
back. kept the Pioneers’ best re­
ceiver from catching a single 
pass.
Highlighting the defense were 
John Biolo’s three interceptions. 
The senior safety has 11 inter­
ceptions for the season, a new 
conference record. The defensive 
unit limited Grinnell to 43 yards 
rushing in 43 carries.
Looking ahead to Monmouth, 
Coach Roberts antipicated a 
tough game. “Monmouth has 
one of the bigger teams in the 
conference, they throw the ball 
well and have some good receiv­
ers,” said Roberts. " I t  should 
be an exciting, hardfought 
gam e.” The Scots are tied with 
St. Olaf for second place in the 
conference, and the Vikes must 
beat a good team to win their 
eighth straight game. But the 
Vikes know that a team  doesn’t 
often get a chance to be unde­
feated. so they do not intend to 
waste their opportunity.
Lawrence 7
W
0
L Pts.
195
Opp.
Pts.
53
Monmouth 5 2 158 136
St. Olaf 5 2 150 102
Cornell 4 3 160 142
Coe 4 3 131 146
Ripon 4 3 146 84
Beloit 3 4 102 90
Carleton 2 5 72 131
Grinnell 1 6 106 221
Knox 0 7 75 210
X FG TP
0 0 66
0 0 66
15 2 63
21 6 51
1* 0 44
1* 0 44
0 0 42
2 0 38
1* 0 38
0 0 36
0 0 36
0 0 36
11* 0 32
16 1 25
0 0 24
0 0 24
0 0 24
3 0 24
1* 0 20
1* 0 20
/V
Final Games Tomorrow
Ripon at St. Olaf 
Monmouth at Lawrence 
Cornell at Beloit 
Grinnell at Coe 
Knox at Carleton 
Results Last Week 
St. Olaf 23, Cornell 8 
Carleton 14, Ripon 13 
Monmouth 19, Beloit 13 
Coe 36, Knox 14 
Lawrence 47. Grinnell 0 
Top 20 Individual Scorers 
T
McKee, Law. 11 
Rowe. Coe 11 
Sehmeising, SO 7 
Hietpas, Law. 2 
Schwartz. Grin. 7 
Campenelli, Cor. 7 
Porter, Mon. 7 
Hughes, Carl. 6 
Thompson, Rip. 6 
Carle, Mon. 6 
Anderson, SO 6 
Long. Ripon 6 
Potter, Corn- 5 
Boeckmann. Coe 1 
Wendling. Coe 4 
Lamb, Grin. 4 
Wetterberg, SO 4 
Young, Bel. 4 
Smith, Coe 3 
Schneider, Mon. 3
* Two-point conversion 
Lawrence has dinched d e a r  
title to the Midwest Conference 
championship but five other dubs 
will be battling for second place 
in the final games tomorrow.
Monmouth and St. Olaf, each 
with 5-2 records, are tied for sec­
ond place. Cornell, Coe and Ripon, 
all standing a t 4-3, will be gun­
ning for a possible share of the 
second rung.
Two of the second place con­
tenders, Ripon and St. Olaf, will 
meet head-on in a Parents day 
clash at Northfield, Minnesota. 
Monmouth travels to Lawrence 
which will be shooting for its first 
undefeated season in 16 years. 
Monmouth, which has won four in 
a row, already has posted its best 
record since 1952 when it finished 
third on a 5-2 record.
Other action in the scrap for 
second place will have Cornell at 
Beloit (3-4) while Coe will enter­
tain Grinnell (1-6).
Three players were neck and 
neck in the individual scoring 
race in the Midwest Conference, 
according to cumulative seven- 
game figures released Tuesday.
Chuck McKee, Lawrence quar­
terback, and AI Rowe, Coe full­
back, each scored three touch­
downs to remain tied for the lead 
on 11 touchdowns for 66 points. 
Mike Sehmeising. St. Olaf half­
back. scored 17 points on two 
touchdowns, two pkicements and 
a field goal to hold third place. 
His 63-point total is only three 
behind the leaders.
Outside challenger for the top 
scoring honor is Gary Hietpas 
of Lawrence, who scored 11 points 
last weekend for a season’s total 
of 51.
Mike Schwartz of Grinnell and 
Joe Campanelli of Cornell are tied 
for fifth with 44 points; but Tony 
Porter of Monmouth is only two 
points behind at 42
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VIEW FROM THE BENCH
By BILL G ODFREY and D A V E  FRASCH
Last week at Chicago the cross country team completed 
its season with a seventh place finish at the conference 
meet. The season was at best mediocre for the harriers as 
they compiled a 3-6 record in the course of the year.
There are several reasons for the Viking inability to 
finish with a winning record, the most obvious of which is 
the lack of depth or strength in all positions. Cross country 
is very much a team sport in which the performance of the 
first man’ is no more important than that of the fifth.
This year Coach Davis was aware of the fact that he 
did not have one exceptional runner who would finish first 
in all meets; he was counting, instead, on a strong perform­
ance by all the members of the team finishing in the top 
eight positions conceding first and second to the opposition.
Ths was not thje case for the Viknigs. They had four very 
competent runners in Giese, Draeger, Leonas, and W ilm ot, 
but after these runners the ranks were thin, and it takes 
five athletes to win. Unlike other sports, the weak link can 
not be carried by the rest of the team.
There are other tangible reasons for the poor record. 
The most glaring is lack of support for the team. One mem­
ber of the squad stated that when he told people he was 
out for cross country he was met wth ridicule and an “ Is 
there something wrong with your attitude?” In any sport 
it is difficult for one to maintain his interest throughout the 
season, but when his efforts are ignored or ridiculed, it be­
comes next to impossible.
There are perhaps two examples of this in the perform­
ance of the team at Chicago. Ahead of the Vikings in the 
conference meet was Knox, one of the victims of the cross 
country in a dual meet. The other example might be W ayne 
Draeger’s finish at thirty-fifth at conference, while his run­
ning mate Bill Giese, who turned in comparable times to 
Draeger all year, finished sixteenth.
The season was not without some highpoints though. 
The team posted one of its victories against the Ripon 
Redtnen with a first place finish by Bill Giese. No season 
is a failure with a victory over them.
Phis Beat Fijis For Title; 
Quad Squad Football Ends
The IF football season finally 
ended with the Phis again re­
taining the crown. The decisive 
factor in the Phi’s success this 
season was their ability to cope 
with the Figis, who finished two 
games out.
In their initial meeting, the Phis 
built up a 14-0 lead before winning 
14-8. However, the second con­
test looked as if the Figis would 
run the Phis off the field as Monte 
Allen and Steve Graham teamed 
with Chris Olson to fashion a 12-0 
margin. But the Phis were not 
about to be intimidated as Brian 
Bock hit Mark Swanson several 
times.
After the huddle, he also threw 
Swanson two passes to move the 
Phis near the goal. Pat Kenney’s 
reception then put the Phis on 
the board.
Bock’s aerials accounited for 
three more scores before the 
Figis were able to dent the Phi 
defense for their last score Bock 
commented, ‘‘While Steve Simon, 
Swanson, and Kenney should be 
lauded for their sicoring ability, 
one should not overlook the play 
of Steve Bogue at light end, nor 
the defensive heroics of Bob 
Thomas, Leo Godfrey and others.”
The Figis were led throughout 
the season by the likes of Monte 
Allan. Ken Luckhardt and Harvey 
Takemoto, one of the most re­
spected rushers on the squad. It 
should be noted, however, that 
Takemoto is by no means a dirty 
rusher.
Defense was the name of the 
game as the Sig Eps captured 
third place with a 7-0 triumph 
over Dick Briden’s Delts. The 
lone Ep score came by virtue of 
a pass by Rod Ruchen to either 
Larry Sohmidt or Dick Martin.
The Betas tumbled to fifth place 
after a strong start by dropping 
their last several games.
The Tau warriors weathered out 
another season and again ended 
in sixth place. They showed good 
strength in several areas with 
such fine receivers as Charlie 
Hanson and Wally Vuchnich But 
no Tau quarterback could be 
found, and that proved disastrous.
Thusly the IF football season 
faded into the sunset, leaving the 
ecstasy of victory and the agony 
of defeat.
Final Football Standings:
WRA ACTIVITIES 
W.R.A. is sponsoring an in­
ter-dorm competition in field 
hockey at 4:00 on Friday, Nov. 
17. The East side of the cam­
pus, Kohler and Sage will play 
the West side, Ormsby and Col- 
man, umpired by Mrs. Bate­
man. Buses leave a t 3:40, 4:10.
On Mon. and Tues., Nov. 13 
and 14, an archery tournament, 
will be held at the Gym. Buses 
leave at 2:50.
. A Student-Faculty Gym-Jam 
is scheduled for Fri. eve., Nov. 
24, from 7:30 to 9:30.
Phis .
Figis
Eps .
Delts
Betas
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NEED
A NEW HANDBAG?
Choose from over 100 models 
at Pah-low’s, priced from $3.00 
to $100.00.
Pah-low's
Luggage-Gifts - Leather Goods
Downtown Appleton
.E T O N  S T A T E  B A N K
Member FD IC  and Valley tìancorporation
■nimm
RENEITA ART CENTRE
The center for aH your art supplies, picture framing and gifts
of art.
696-608 N. LA WE Phone 734-3272
